
 
 

 

Thank you for purchasing our product. 
 

Here are a few tips. 
 

 
 

PREPARE: By using the htz Root Lift Spray. Apply to the 

roots of your dry hair and allow a minute or 2 to dry. 

This assists with providing lasting results from your htz 

Hot Teaze and won’t weigh the hair down. 

 

1. ADJUST: Before using your new htz Hot Teaze 

remember to use the width control dial to 

adjust the opening. 

2. TEMPERATURE: Turn the temperature dial to 

suit your hair. Thin, treated hair may prefer a 

lower temp (i.e. dial number 5), thick hair 

may require maximum temp (i.e. dial number 

7 = 200 degrees). 

3. SELF SECTION: Turn the width control dial so 

that there is only a small opening. Less than 

1cm is ideal. The smaller the width, the 

smaller the section, the BIGGER the results. 

4. START: Start at the crown and using your free 

hand hold a large amount of hair firmly from 

scalp. 

5. TREAT: Insert htz Hot Teaze tips all the way 

into section from any direction, clamp plates 

closed for approx. 1 second and release. 

Withdraw the appliance to move on and 

insert again. Continue multiple times close to 

the roots, until the full held piece of hair has 

been treated. This should be a quick, 

repetitive, no fuss process.  Follow with 

another section of hair and eventually 

complete this process all over the scalp or 

wherever volume is required. Avoid your face 

line and parting. 

HINT: For long hair double the teaze width by 

applying the htz Hot Teaze at the roots and 

then one width out. 

6. FINISH YOUR LOOK: For smoothing, flicking or 

curling the hair wind open the htz Hot Teaze 

and slide over the hair without fully engaging 

the plates. Now it will work like a straightener. 

 

Please share on Instagram #htzhair 

or for more tips visit YouTube or  www.htzhair.com 

ENJOY! 

 

 

http://www.htzhair.com/

